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Chairman’s Notes
The Leamington Society is 65 years old this month
– a veritable milestone – and this newsletter

Events and Talks

features reflections on its achievements, and on

Modern Mercia and Picture of
Health at LSAG&M
Jane Simpkiss
Thursday, June 11th, 7.30
Talk by Zoom

those of Archie Pitts who has stepped down from
the committee after 19 years.

The AGM

reminded us that that today the Society is in good
health with increasing membership, healthy
finances and popular online meetings.
We shall celebrate anon, but meanwhile look
forward to seeing many of you again at Art in the
Park on 7th and 8th August where we shall have
a stall; please let me know if you could help at our
booth, even for an hour!

A strange time
Sheila Woolf
Thursday, September 16th, 7.30
Talk will take place at
Conference Centre,
Dormer Place, CV32 5AA
Future talks will be announced in
our August newsletter

Sunshine has brought out large numbers to enjoy
Leamington’s wonderful green spaces. One result, alas, has been unsightly overflowing
litter bins, but it is heartening to see how carefully people pile their litter by them
rather than leaving it just anywhere.
To report a full litter bin, or other problem, use Fix my Street: www.fixmystreet.com,
put in CV31 or 32 and a map appears. Identify the location, write a description of the
problem and it will automatically be sent to the appropriate Council department.

The Society welcomes Susan Rasmussen’s re-election as Mayor for a less Covid
dominated year, and the news that the District Council has received £10million in
funding from the Future of the High Streets Fund to be spent on Leamington.
Other good news is that the Leamington Neighbourhood Plan was overwhelmingly
approved by the voters, but now we all need to get involved in the consultation on the
South Warwickshire Local Plan which will affect each one of us. It runs from 10 May to
21 June – see www.southwarwickshire.org.uk/swlp
Sidney Syson

Forthcoming talks and events: For venues, dates and times see front page of this
Newsletter
Modern Mercia and Picture of Health at LSAG&M
Jane Simpkiss, new Art Curator at Leamington Spa Art Gallery and Museum, will talk
about two new exhibitions at the Gallery. The first, Modern Mercia, explores the rich
variety of architecture, art and design produced in Coventry and Warwickshire from
1945 to 1970. The second, A Picture of Health, explores the Gallery’s collection of art
with a medical theme alongside the installation iDNA which considers the experiences
of those with inherited genetic conditions.
The presentation will be by Zoom, with the link sent to members by MailChimp in
advance of the meeting.
A strange time
Joint meeting with Warwick Society
Cordelia Leigh, youngest daughter of Lord Leigh of Stoneleigh Abbey, devoted her life
to education, and became an inspiration to the many young people whose lives she
touched. Her activities during the Great War, revealed through her meticulously kept
scrapbooks and diaries, provide a valuable insight into life on the Home Front and
beyond.
No charge
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AGM, May 13th, 2021
Officers elected for 2021-2022 are:
Chairman: Sidney Syson; Vice-Chairmen: Barbara Lynn and Richard Ward
Hon. Secretary and Membership Secretary: Margaret Begg
Hon. Treasurer: Marianne Pitts
Executive Committee members:
Richard Ashworth, Ian Bradbury, Clive Engwell, Gary Jones, Carole Sleight
After the formal business of the AGM there was a short video The Trees of Jephson
Gardens: Spring made by Sidney Syson and David Clargo, followed by tributes by David
Clargo and Ian Baxter to the contributions of Archie and Marianne Pitts to the
Committee and to Leamington over the previous 19 years.

Prevention is better than cure: 65 years as a Civic Society
When we promote the Leamington Society we boast about our achievements,
especially the most recent and visible: the restoration of the Pump Room Gardens and
its bandstand; railway station benches, running in boards, booking hall clock and prizewinning gardens.
Just as important are the town’s many narrow escapes from poor ideas and
developments since the Society was set up in 1956. The earliest and best known of
these is the protection of our eccentric and hopefully unique Town Hall by John
Cundall, saved from demolition and Brutalist replacement in the 1960s – but there are
others, more recent and equally significant.
Take, for example, the brown-field site immediately north of the railway station,
formerly known as Quick’s site. Cheap and nasty redevelopment of housing for the
poor and for students was successfully opposed by the Leamington Society with CLARA
before the Planning Inspector and as a result, some 15 years later, AC Lloyd have won
national awards for the excellent social housing and attractive private housing on that
very site. Similarly, the Leamington Society vigorously opposed the proposal that
Chandos Street car park be covered with two storeys of shops below two more storeys
of roof-top car-parking providing another blockish central shopping precinct. It would
probably be useless now: full of empty shops, depriving the town of its most popular
car park.
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You win some, you lose some. Among the changes the Society failed to prevent, even
after taking the case to
the High

Court

London,

in

was

the

of

one

demolition

third of the Regent
Hotel

and

the

conversion of that and
its car park into flats
and shops – later
restaurants.

The

Grade II* listed hotel
with its fine staircase
and ballroom is now a
Travelodge.
Somebody

Adelaide Road bridge seen from Pump Room Gardens

gained

from this – but it was
not our town. The Justice Centre was planned and built too large for its function and
for its site – again we were right, but unable to prevent it.
Our other achievements include preventing the proposed conversion of the Royal
Pump Rooms to private health clinics and the conversion of its Gardens into a car park!
This seems outrageous, now that the Royal Pump Rooms houses our Library and
Museum (moved from the Old Library and School on Avenue Road) and the Gardens
with the fully restored bandstand are still the Village Green of the Town. Further west,
Adelaide Road Bridge was to be replaced by a late 20th century structure to
accommodate ever-increasing traffic. The Society successfully fought to have it made
wider and stronger but keeping its elegant historical form. In early 2018, WDC
proposed converting the tennis courts in Christchurch Gardens into a permanent
carpark – and that has not happened either.
In these disputes, the Leamington Society is rarely alone and will always work with
those of a like mind. We fight the good fight.
Marianne Pitts
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Archie Pitts
Much of the heathy state of the Society is thanks to Archie Pitts, who has decided to
retire from the committee after 19
years. Archie was the Chairman of
the Society 2004 to 2010, has
produced the Society’s quarterly
newsletters since 2004, and ran the
Awards scheme from 2004 to 2012.
Friends of the Station began in 2005,
with Archie as the Chair, and he still
is. He raised over £70,000, not only
for the gardens, but for posters,

Archie Pitts

GWR benches, the Roll of Honour,

Leamington Courier

the running in boards and the
booking hall clock.

Friends of the Pump Room Gardens started in 2008, again with Archie as Chair until
last year. Again he raised money, this time over £200,000! The Linden Arches were
replaced in 2012, and now the Pump Room Gardens and Bandstand are restored. This
project was beset by severe problems and it was thanks to Archie’s unswerving
persistence that we have the result we see today.
But as Archie is quick to point out, none of this would have been possible without the
full support of many others, not listed here except for one: Marianne Pitts who has
kept a careful watch on the money as well as improving the newsletters.
The Society is indebted to Archie for his vision, wisdom, ability to raise money,
perseverance, and the time he has so generously given. Whenever you see the Linden
Arches and Bandstand in the Pump Room Gardens think gratefully of him and his
determination to make Royal Leamington Spa a better place for all. Thank you Archie.
Sidney Syson

Local Transport Plan and Transport in Leamington Spa
The presentation in early March by Garry Palmer and Margaret Smith, WCC senior
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transport officers, covered proposed changes to the LTP and how these might affect
Leamington.
The LTP is no longer a statutory document and so can now be better aligned with the
Warwickshire County Council Plan and focus on social, environmental and economic
needs. To deliver on these, the LTP is being revised. The new LTP will be based on four
themes: Economy; Environment; Place; and Wellbeing.
Margaret Smith started her presentation by showing a striking bar chart of local modes
of commuter transport over 40 years, decade by decade. National dependence on cars
has grown sharply at the expense of most other modes, although rail has increased a
slightly from a tiny base, and significantly more people are working from home. This
data is all pre pandemic. As a result Leamington Spa suffers from poor air quality and
traffic congestion. Traffic is now the single biggest source of climate change gases in
the UK (www.theccc.org.uk). Margaret explained some ways to meet these challenges.
A high proportion of car journeys in Leamington and Warwick are less than 2 km so
there is considerable potential for converting these journeys to walking or cycling,
given the right incentives. Work based car share schemes, and car clubs such as Cowheels are effective ways to reduce both pollution and congestion.
In the discussion we learnt there are also potential improvements in public transport:
more frequent local train journeys, bookable buses and electric powered buses
between Coventry and Leamington (subject to a successful bid with the Department of
Transport). Coventry is working with Warwick University on the development of a very
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light tram system which could extend into Warwick District.
A draft of the updated LTP, with an Action Plan, will be published next year for further
consultation.
The proposals in the LTP could bring great benefits to the people of Leamington, and
to our environment.
Rodney King

Repairs to All Saints’ church
Recently All Saints’ church roof needed urgent repairs again, one section of the roof is
costing £30,000. The church had received a grant of £18,000 towards this work, leaving
it short by £12,000. The Leamington Society decided to give £500 and invite members
to contribute individually. Many did. Boosted by Gift Aid, we were able to give a total
of £2,339 towards the repair.
All Saints’ church has written, thanking the Society.

Game Development and Diversity
Abbey Plumb, Senior Technical Program Manager at Unity Technologies, gave her
audience much food for thought in this presentation. The global industry is enormous,
being larger in financial terms than the movie and music sectors combined. 2,000
people work in the sector in Leamington; the industry contributes £100m to our
economy. It is still expanding, having been a big beneficiary of lockdowns. As Abbey
cautioned in her introduction, it’s easy to be overwhelmed by the scale and scope, so
I will attempt to highlight some key points.
This was exemplified by her decision not to attempt an overview with some examples,
but just search “games Leamington Spa” and you'll find more than you can probably
cope with!
Games are astonishingly complex things and therefore they demand a vast range of
skills; only about 25% are qualified in "games", as you need writers, composers,
physicists, artists ... These talents must be led and enabled to contribute as members
of teams. Far indeed from the founding of the industry in teenage bedrooms.
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We learned that 31% (that’s 600 local games workers!) experience anxiety and or
depression, 21% (another 400) live with a chronic physical health condition. Many
other statistics indicated both problems and opportunities for employers, in terms of
how representative they are, or should be, of the customers and of our society. These
are also big numbers to provide support to, in physical and mental health terms.
Abbey works for one organisation as a program manager, but she clearly is motivated
to help address many of these issues across this fragmented industry. I for one wish
her well and hope that the industry and its people thrive.
Jan Gillett

Newbold Comyn – petition
Warwick District Council must withdraw its current planning application W/21/0256
for Newbold Comyn golf course.
WDC has submitted a planning application for a network of cycle trails to cover twothirds of the old Newbold Comyn Golf Course. These tracks are much more extensive
than

were

originally

proposed. The scale of them
has attracted considerable
interest nationally within the
cycling community and every
day large numbers of cyclists
from all over the country are
supporting the application,
expressing 'excitement' about
using the tracks. Instead of a
'local facility for local people',

WDC’s vision for Newbold Comyn?
But is it what local residents want?

Newbold Comyn looks set to
become

a

destination

mountain biking venue, something that local people have not been consulted on.
Newbold Comyn is the largest open space in the District for us to exercise and enjoy
nature freely and safely. If the old golf course is to become a mountain biking
attraction, local people must be consulted on their views about this change and also
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be made fully aware of the impact this will have on traffic, safety, parking, local
facilities and the infrastructure needed to support it.
Before any work begins, we must have a say. And we can only have a meaningful say if
the Council is completely transparent about its plans. New plans that accurately reflect
the scale of the cycle tracks and are completely transparent about the Council's
commercial objectives for Newbold Comyn should be drafted and sent out for another
full public consultation.
To properly reflect the wishes of local residents WDC must
•

withdraw planning application W/21/0256;

•

create new plans that accurately reflect the objectives for this space;

•

allow local people to have their say.

Andrew Holdcroft

Interactive futures 2021
Interactive Futures, the annual
video games conference , has
taken place in Leamington since
its inauguration in 2019. Covid
restrictions meant that the
event could only have a virtual
presence. Matt Western MP
opened

the

event

by

emphasising the importance of
the games industry to the town,
not only because of the one in
50 jobs depended on it but also its vitality and creativity. Mediatonic, the awardwinning games developer, soon to move into 1 Mill Street, was one of many sponsors.
Key figures from the games industry, education or local government made up the
discussion panels. Participants were diverse: a student from Bratislava, Warwickshire
universities and colleges and local schools like Myton and Woodloes Primary.
The games industry in Leamington was the theme of the first day. The town was said
to be the best place to work in the UK industry, with its network of companies,
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supportive community and urban attractions, making it the perfect location. Other
talks focussed on the evolution of the industry, along with hopes for its future and
possible barriers to development.
The importance of creative industries to the region was also emphasised. The West
Midlands Combined Authority established Create Central in 2019 to support such
industries, including television, film and video games (www.createcentral.co.uk).
Support by Warwick District Council to initiatives like the Creative Quarter was also
acknowledged.
Different themes, including the role of local universities and how to encourage
diversity, were the focus of other days. Of particular interest to school children,
students and people in mid-career, were discussions about which skills and
qualifications would be useful for those considering a career in games.
On the last morning a question of interest to many parents was discussed. Are video
games a distraction or a career path? Unsurprisingly the conclusion was that they are
an important career path, including applications outside the industry.
Barbara Lynn

Magnolia at Leamington station gardens
A beautiful Magnolia Stellata has been
planted on the platform garden in memory of
Peter Wreford-Bush, a popular and longstanding member of the Leamington station
staff who died of Covid at the tragically early
age of 47. His colleagues provided the tree to
commemorate him there.
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1 Mill Street
The principles that underpin the re-development of 1 Mill Street are captured in the
neon signs that glow in its upper windows: ‘Do Well’ and ‘Do Good’. Nigel Shanahan
gave us an engaging presentation which conveyed the enthusiasm with which he and
his wife Dessie have re-imagined the building on the corner of Mill Street and Leam
Terrace. He told us that they were impressed both with the architectural strength of

1 Mill Street
Nigel Shanahan

the building, and the dedication stone recording that it had been built in 1905 as the
result of a donation by Sarah Urquhart for the community, originally as the church hall
for the Parish Church.
They have invested in the restoration of the building inside and out, replacing the large
windows and exposing the beautiful wooden ceiling, to create a bright, welcoming cowork space. Working spaces or even individual desks can be rented by businesses and
individuals in a flexible way, and facilities include a podcast studio. At the heart of the
ground floor is a welcoming café area which will be open to the public as well as to
users of the building, and is designed to encourage interactions of many kinds. Sadly,
lockdown has meant that the café was only fully open for three days, but it remains
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open for take-aways and several members commented on the high quality of the
coffee and cakes!
A focus for 1 Mill Street is on helping new businesses through sharing expertise. The
University of Warwick, with help from WDC, is offering an ‘incubation and acceleration’
service, which is now supporting eight start-ups. The long-term aim is for the project
to be financially viable and to offer a warm, welcoming environment in which
businesses can thrive happily, and also to be a centre for the community with a range
of facilities and events. Nigel ended by inviting us all to visit as soon as restrictions are
lifted.
Janet Ainley

Waste disposal in Warwickshire
Our District Council is legally obliged to deal with household waste; but contracts for
doorstep collection are costly and the market for recycled waste fluctuates.
In 1996 the UK government first introduced a tax on landfill and many big city
authorities then funded incinerators, with tax-free fuel (i.e. waste) and large CO2
emissions. They generate some electrical power, but with low efficiency and high
carbon output, like the coal generating plants being phased out.
Coventry,

with

seven

other local councils:
(N. Warwickshire,
Nuneaton & Bedworth,
Rugby, WDC, Stratford,
Solihull, Walsall) has set
up the jointly owned
Sherbourne Recycling Ltd
to build and operate a
materials recycling facility
(MRF) at a shared capital

Machinex sorting in action

cost

of

£30

million.

Located at Whitley, next
to the existing Coventry incinerator/waste facility. Construction will start soon, and it
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should be fully operational by 2023. The specialist processing machinery will be
provided by Machinex, a long-established Canadian firm with international facilities.
The MRF is to have 14 sorting robots and 14 optical sorters, with a capacity for 47.5
tonnes per hour of "mixed dry recyclables". There will be very few human operatives,
mainly to tend the machinery.
This is claimed to be the most advanced MRF project in this country, which should
increase the percentage of recycled waste and cope with anticipated new legislation.
The partnership of local councils – compared with each negotiating a contract – has
the potential for more economy and control of their waste obligations.
However council business ventures have a mixed record.

Collection of mixed

recyclable material in large bins, will be cheaper than WDC's current labour-intensive
sorting on the collection lorry. As busy households are often confused or careless in
separating waste by category, it is more likely that the large new bins will often be
contaminated with the wrong kind of waste. Will the robots sort it out or condemn
mixed binloads to incineration? Across the country there is considerable evidence that
claimed recycling levels are based on weighing collected bin loads, and a significant
proportion actually go to incineration.
The other test for the MRF partnership will be whether Sherbourne Recyling can
operate at a sufficient scale to navigate the fickle market in recycled materials and
dispose of its output consistently and economically.
Richard Ashworth

Supporting Positive Change in our Town Centre
This was a double miracle of modern technology in that we could see and hear
Stephanie Kerr from half the world away, as clearly as if she were here in Leamington;
and that she was so enthusiastic and engaging at 7 o’clock on the following morning.
She has been leader of BID for 10 years, re-elected twice by 400 local businesses who
know a good thing when they see it.
The theme of her talk was the future of our Town Centre, with its good DNA. We enjoy
the fine Regency Architecture, the prosperity and opportunities of a healthy economy
and a creative and cooperative community. The year-long pandemic has accelerated
changes which were already happening – the growth of home-working and shrinkage
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of traditional retail. People can and will continue to work from home and from cafés,
co-working spaces (1 Mill Street) and even from hotel lounges and this is become
acceptable to their bosses.

Some businesses may abandon crowded and more

expensive city centres and move to smaller hubs in towns like ours, while others will
make workspaces more attractive to employees. This means that existing town-centre
buildings may be repurposed. Shops and offices could become housing or community
centres or cater for services and leisure. Commuting will be less expensive and timeconsuming, which will affect all forms of transport. Could the Parade be made green
with trees along it?
The coronavirus pandemic has seriously damaged retail, hospitality and entertainment
and although the footfall in town has risen sharply in the last weeks, we are not yet
back to pre-pandemic levels and are still under threat from the virus. Here is an

There is something in the water in Leamington …
Collage by Stephanie Kerr

opportunity to decide what is best for the town centre with wide consultation and
good information. The talk is on the Leamington Society website.
We have missed you, Steph – we need your knowledge and enthusiasm.
Marianne Pitts
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Mota Singh, 1939 – 2021
Mota said he was born in a hut in Field No 5 in Ganganagar, Rajasthan, in Northern
India. Sadly his Mother died when he was too young to remember her.
New canals from the Bhakra Dam arrived in Haryana and his father determined to take
his family there. They lived, like their neighbours, in a mud-brick house in a new village.
At school Mota rejected English as the language of the conquerors.
He arrived in England in 1963 and settled in Leamington. Racism was rife and people
wearing turbans were rejected. He worked at the Foundry until bronchitis landed him
in hospital. He then worked from Priory Terrace
Post Office: a well-known figure delivering in his
red van to the surrounding villages. Working for
the Post Office early left him free to undertake
political and community work in the afternoons
and evenings.
He was always ready to help people even
though his English was, in his own words, “not
very brilliant”. He was an ardent anti-racist
campaigner and founder of several anti-racist
organisations; also a founder member of the

Courtesy Jaskit Singh

first Sikh temple in the old St. Mary’s Sunday
school building on New Street.
He served with distinction from 1985-2009, both as an elected County Councillor (the
first British Asian in that role) and on the Police Authority, a major responsibility. In
parallel with his County Council roles, he served on Leamington’s Town Council and
was elected Mayor in 2004.
After his son Gilly Mundy’s sudden death (of a heart attack at 35) in 2007, Mota
successfully raised £120k to found the Gilly Mundy Memorial Community School in the
village of Lehrian, India, which he visited twice a year. He leaves two sons; his wife
having died in 2003.
We are lucky to have shared so wise a man who worked so hard and so long for the
community.
Janet Alty
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New members
We welcome to the Society:
David Clargo

Nigel & Dessie Shanahan

Rose Sawyer

Ignaty & Amanda Dyakov-Richmond

Alan Bartlett

Lucy Tomlins

Brian Howe

Frances Lasok

Frances Shilton

Andrew & Helen Cooper

Hafeez Ahmed

Officers and Committee
Chairman: Sidney Syson, 11 Astley Close, CV32 6PT, 01926 423 140
Vice Chairmen: Barbara Lynn, Apt. 53 Manor House, Avenue Road, CV31 3ND, 01926 831
414
Richard Ward, 3 Bell Court, The Maltings, CV32 5FH, 01926 422 750
Hon. Secretary and Membership Secretary: Margaret Begg, The Garden House, Clarendon
Crescent, CV32 5NR, 01926 423 822
Hon. Treasurer: Marianne Pitts, 7 Kineton Hall, Lillington Avenue, CV32 5DR, 01926 885 532
Other Committee Members:
Richard Ashworth
Clive Engwell
Carole Sleight

01926 316 703
01926 420 454
07768 617 081

Ian Bradbury
Gary Jones

07905 122 340
07866 602 507

The Leamington Society is a registered charity. It is a member of the West Midlands Amenity
Societies Association and the National Organisation of Residents’ Associations. It exists to
preserve the heritage and improve the character of Royal Leamington Spa and to encourage
high standards of planning and architecture.
Charity No. 516078
Unless otherwise indicated, views expressed in these newsletters are the contributors’ own
and not necessarily the corporate view of the Society.
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